
TMAX 20th
Anniversary. MAX
evolution.
When the  rst TMAX landed in Europe back in 2001 it was

so far ahead of its time that there wasn’t even a

category for it. So Yamaha created the Sport Scooter

class. With its powerful 500cc 2-cylinder engine and a

motorcycle type chassis, the original TMAX broke every

rule in the book.

In its  rst year the TMAX smashed all the records and

shot to the top of the scooter sales charts – and it’s

stayed at number 1 ever since! The unique combination

of motorcycle performance and scooter convenience

made it a huge success. And Europe’s riders have

continued their love a air with this supermodel for 20

years, with nearly 300,000 sold to date.

Featuring a powerful 560cc 2-cylinder EURO5 engine and

equipped with a lightweight aluminium frame and

upside-down front forks, this iconic Sport Scooter

dominates the category. And with its unique forged

carbon bodywork, special seat and exclusive Tech

Graphite colour, the limited edition TMAX 20th

Unique forged carbon bodywork

Special heated seat and heated grips

Exclusive colour

Powerful 560cc EURO5 compliant

engine

Dynamic and aggressive body design

Electric screen

Cruise control

Integrated LED front  ashers

Fully-equipped with best-in-class

speci cation

Lightweight aluminium frame

Traction Control System (TCS) and D-

MODE

Large storage space

Smart Key operation

Monotone TFT instrument panel

Motorcycle-type suspension with

optimized settings

Centre stand locking system
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TMAX 20th Anniversary. MAX evolution.
Back in 2001 the original Yamaha TMAX opened up many exciting new possibilities that would

transform the way we lived our lives. With its dynamic performance, class-leading comfort and

outstanding high-speed stability, this iconic machine invented the Sport Scooter category.

With 10 special editions launched between 2006 and 2016, the TMAX has maintained its dominant

position as the best-selling scooter in Europe every year for the past 20 years – with nearly 300,000

units sold. It’s been an incredible journey, and to celebrate this remarkable achievement Yamaha has

created 560 units of the very special TMAX 20th Anniversary.

Equipped with exclusive forged carbon boomerangs, heat shield and front fender, as well as a high

speci cation heated seat with yellow stitching and a 20th anniversary logo – and featuring Tech

Graphite colouring with bronze wheels – the TMAX 20th Anniversary is Yamaha’s ultimate Sport

Scooter.
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Unique forged carbon
bodywork

The TMAX 20th Anniversary is equipped

with a wide range of high-speci cation

components that make it Yamaha’s most

exclusive Sport Scooter of all time. The

‘boomerang’ body panels as well as the

front fender and mu er heat shield are

manufactured from unique forged carbon

with yellow accents that underline the

dynamic looks.

Special heated seat and heated
grips

The limited edition TMAX 20th Anniversary

is  tted with a special heated seat

manufactured from premium quality

materials and features a 20th Anniversary

logo as well as yellow stitching to

complement the yellow accents on the

carbon bodywork. Heated grips with

special grip ends ensure all-season riding

comfort.

Exclusive colour

This is the most desirable and sophisticated

MAX in the model’s illustrious 20-year

history, and the exclusive Tech Graphite

colour perfectly complements the unique

forged carbon bodywork and underlines the

dynamic speci cation of this all-time great

– while bronze-coloured wheels reinforce

this iconic Sport Scooter’s special status.

Powerful 560cc EURO5
compliant engine

TMAX 20th Anniversary is quick, sporty

and dynamic thanks to its large 560cc

EURO5 compliant engine that goes, feels

and sounds better than ever. With plenty

of low rpm torque you’ll experience rapid

acceleration – and with its special

balancer mechanism this lightweight 2-

cylinder engine is one of the smoothest

and most compact in the category.

Dynamic and aggressive body
design

TMAX 20th Anniversary also comes with

an aggressive look that reinforces its

iconic status as Europe’s leading Sport

Scooter. Each of the forged carbon body

panels has a di erent  bre pattern that

makes each scooter unique – and the

super sporty rear end features a T-shaped

taillight and lightweight side covers with

vents.

Electric screen

If you want a premium Sport Scooter with

the highest speci cation in the category

the TMAX 20th Anniversary is the clear

choice. One of the most signi cant comfort-

enhancing features is the electric screen

that can be adjusted by 135mm up or down,

enabling you to select the optimum setting

for maximum comfort on the highway and

around town.
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Engine

Engine type
4-valves, DOHC, 4-stroke, Liquid-cooled, EURO5,
Parallel twin-cylinder

Displacement 562 cc
Bore x stroke 70.0×73.0mm
Compression ratio 10.9:1
Maximum power 35.0 kW @ 7500 rpm
Maximum Torque 55.7 Nm @ 5250 rpm
Lubrication system Dry sump
Fuel system Fuel Injection
Ignition system TCI
Starter system Electric
Transmission system V-Belt Automatic
Fuel consumption 4.8l / 100 km
CO2 emission 112g / km

Chassis

Front suspension system Telescopic fork
Front travel 120 mm
Rear suspension system Swingarm
Rear Travel 117 mm
Front brake Hydraulic dual disc brake
Rear brake Hydraulic single disc brake
Front tyre 120/70R15M/C 56H Tubeless
Rear tyre 160/60R15M/C 67H Tubeless

Dimensions

Overall length 2,200 mm
Overall width 765 mm
Overall height 1,420 mm - 1,555 mm (adjustable windscreen)
Seat height 800 mm
Wheelbase 1,575 mm
Minimum ground clearance 125 mm
Wet Weight 220 kg
Fuel tank capacity 15 L
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Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourages you to ride safely and

respect fellow riders and the environment. Speci cations and appearance of Yamaha products shown

here are subject to change without notice and may vary according to requirements and conditions. For

further details, please consult your Yamaha dealer.
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